
GCS™  for 
Windows™

is the most 
complete 
software 

for the 
industry 

that I 
have seen.

Brian Powell,
Pinehurst, NC

DESIGNED 
SPECIFICALLY FOR 
GROUNDS CARE 
PROFESSIONALS
GCS™ is the Ultimate Grounds 
Care System.

             GCS became the best selling grounds 
care system by providing turf professionals 
with a comprehensive and easy-to-use software 
package. The system covers all aspects 
of turf maintenance and can be operated 
with absolutely no computer experience. GCS  
makes management tasks simple, quick, and 
efficient.

USER-FRIENDLY
The Structure of GCS™ is 
Extremely Intuitive.

             All functions are accessible by a 
simple “point and click” of the mouse. The 
system integrates several management sections 
including: Chemical/Fertilizer, Personnel, 
Financial, Weather/Irrigation, Inventory, 
Equipment Maintenance, Work Orders, 
Calendar, Grounds Layout, Vegetation, and 
References. Help buttons appear on every major 
screen. Simply click on the button and context-
sensitive help will appear for that particular 
screen.

ADVANCED OPTIONS
Access & Update GCS™ in the Field 
While Working.  

             GCS interfaces with the Palm VII™ 
connected organizer to allow real-time access 
to your GCS system, the Internet, e-mail and 
much more. Using cellular phone technology, the 
Palm VII™ connected organizer is always in  
touch with your office based systems.

             Now you and your staff can access and 
update important information in the field while 
working. Maintain equipment records, access and 
assign work orders, monitor irrigation, and send 
e-mail all from the palm of your hand.

SAVE TIME AND 
INCREASE 
PRODUCTIVITY
GCS™ Is Designed to Increase the 
Productivity of Supervisors.

             From day-to-day activities such as work 
scheduling and inventory control to detailed 
budget analysis and labor tracking, GCS helps 
supervisors efficiently organize and interpret 
grounds care activities. GCS also helps save 
time. Related sections automatically share data to 
minimize data entry.

Want to know more 
about GCS™?, Call 
800-963-1925
or visit
www.incircuit.com



•Automatically        
 calculates instant,   
 accurate tank   
 mixtures.
•Generate application  
 work order details   
 automatically from 
 this section.
•Information logs   
 automatically for audit 
 trail and reporting.

•Comprehensive
  employee 
  information at 
  your fingertips.
•Easy to track   
  employee   
  performance.

•Financial 
  transactions post
  automatically from
  other sections.
•Intuitive graphs   
 used to compare   
 budgeted   
 and actual   
 expenditures.

•Track weather and   
  irrigation data for   
  any range of dates.
•Degree days calculate 
  automatically and are 
  graphically displayed.
•Interfaces with most 
  weather stations.

•Always know   
 current inventory   
 on hand.
•Professionally   
 formatted purchase  
 orders faxed or 
 e-mailed directly   
 from your PC.
•Choose from many 
 different reporting   
 options.

•Schedule important  
  events for you and 
  your staff.
•Review your   
  schedule by day,   
  month or year.
•Scheduled work   
  orders post   
  automatically to 
  the calendar.

•Audible and visual   
  alerts (on screen and 
  via reports) when   
  equipment requires  
  service.
•Generate service work 
  orders directly from  
  the equipment section 
  quickly and easily.
•Preventative   
  maintenance   
  schedules pre-loaded  
  for your convenience.

•Set up ground
  dimensions in square
  footage/acreage
  (metric alsoavailable).
•Incorporate scanned  
  images of your entire 
  course and/or   
  individual areas.
•Comprehensive   
  vegetation database.

•Full color   
  reference for pH   
  chart and particle 
  size chart.
•Every conversion   
  reference imaginable.
•Math section for   
  area and volume   
  calculations.

•Simply point and click  
  with your mouse to assign    
  an employee(s) to a  
  particular task(s).
•Easy to determine cost 
  and time spent for   
  employee activities.
•Materials used for a work 
  order are automatically  
  subtracted from inventory.

GCS™ 
Main Screen

Your custom logo 
appears in the 

center of the 
main GCS 

screen. 
Across the top 
of the screen, 

various buttons 
display each section 

on a convenient 
toolbar. 

To access a 
specific section, 

simply click 
on the desired 

button.

Chemical/Fertilizer Personnel Financial Weather/Irrigation

Reference

Inventory

Work OrdersGroundsEquipment MaintenanceCalendar
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Your Custom Logo Here



INVENTORY
Know Current Inventory, 
Required Inventory, and All Types 
of Other Inventory Information.

             The Inventory section provides 
comprehensive information for your entire 
inventory, such as on-hand quantity, last usage, 
average cost, etc. This section also includes 
Purchase Orders, Order Receiving, Inventory 
Transactions, Inventory Validation, a Vendors 
Database, and more. Extensive reporting options 
indicate required inventory, inventory transaction 
histories, open purchase orders, etc. For inventory 
flagged as “Equipment,” a detailed reference 
screen displays replacement parts, labor history, 
parts history and more!

PERSONNEL
Comprehensive Employee 
Information at Your Fingertips.

             At a glance, view all types of 
employee information including a color 
photograph of each employee. With GCS, 
it’s easy to track employee performance. The 
Personnel section includes an employee main 
listing, a performance review database, an 
accident report database, a pay-rates database, 
a calendar, and much more. GCS also includes 
a detailed labor tracking section.

LABOR TRACKING
Graph Labor Times and Costs for 
Different Tasks and Areas.

             It’s simple to analyze individual, 
group, or total employee performance. Pie 
graphs indicate how much time and money 
is being spent for employees by task or area. 
Use your mouse to drill down to additional 
expense details, including work order labor 
cost, inventory cost, fuel cost, etc. 
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FINANCIAL
Easy to Compare Budgeted Versus 
Actual Expenditures.

             Very little data entry! Financial 
transactions post automatically from other 
sections. To scrutinize budgeted versus actual 
expenditures, simply highlight the desired expense 
category, then choose from a variety of graphing 
options to visualize budget variances for that 
category. In addition, by simply selecting any 
given month with your mouse, the underlying 
detailed transactions/expenditures from that month 
will appear for your review.



WEATHER/IRRIGATION
Tracking Weather and Irrigation 
Data is a Snap With GCS™.

             Precipitation, humidity, high and low 
temperatures and various other weather conditions 
can be recorded daily. GCS is designed to interface 
directly with most weather stations. Check irrigation 
history and treated areas by date with easy-access 
graphs. Degree days calculate automatically and are 
graphed for quick viewing.

CHEMICAL/FERTILIZER
No More Manual Calculations.

             The Chemical and Fertilizer section allows 
the user to set up detailed information on sprayers, 
spreaders, chemicals, and fertilizers. To calculate a 
mixture, simply choose a sprayer or spreader, the 
areas you intend to treat, and the chemicals or 
fertilizers to be used, and GCS calculates instant, 
accurate tank mixtures.
             GCS automatically logs all applications for 
future reference and reporting. Track information 
on date/time of application, equipment and 
personnel utilized, safety precautions, reason for the 
application, areas treated, weather conditions, and 
more. GCS provides proven methods for ensuring 
accurate applications and monitoring their results.

You just fill in the 
blanks on the 
screen…then 
select the areas to 
spray and GCS™ 
does the rest in 
a few seconds!

Landon C. Miller, Ph.D.
Clemson University
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The more I use 
GCS™…The more 

I see how much 
time and money it 

will save me.

Matthew Bunch
Monroe, NC

REFERENCE
GCS™ Includes Lots of Quick 
References for Your Convenience.

             Full color reference for pH and particle 
size charts. Reference every imaginable 
conversion. Calculate complex math equations 
quickly and easily. Area calculations include: 
Rectangle, Circle, Triangle, Trapezoid, Oval, 
and Offset. Volume calculations include: Curve, 
Cylinder, Cone, and Top-dressing.

CALENDAR

             Schedule events for your employees or 
keep track of important equipment and supplies. 
View your schedule by day, month, or year. Work 
orders automatically post to the Calendar section 
for your convenience.
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EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Keeping Track of Required 
Maintenance on Equipment is as 
Easy as Clicking the Mouse.

             Simply click on “Required Maintenance” 
to view current maintenance requirements for any 
item in inventory. Items in need of service are 
outlined in red on the computer screen. Simply 
click on “Generate Work Order” to automatically 
create the order to service an item. All service 
requirements and equipment information 
automatically transfer to the Work Order section 
to reduce data entry. Analyze year-to-date and 
cumulative labor, parts, fuel, and other costs for 
any item to help with replace or repair decisions.



PURCHASE ORDERS
Order Supplies and Equipment On-Line 
using Secure E-Commerce.

             Create electronic or printed purchase orders quickly 
and easily with GCS. Automatic reminders indicate items that 
need to be reordered. With a few simple key strokes you 
can send an electronic or printed order to your preferred 
vendor. Once items are received, GCS automatically updates 
your on-hand inventory and financial ledgers.
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GROUNDS
Maintain Ground Dimensions, 
Course Drawings and Pictures, 
and a Comprehensive 
Vegetation Database.

             The Grounds section includes a database 
for maintaining all ground dimensions in square 
footage/acreage (metric settings also available). Include 
scanned images of your entire course or individual 
areas in the Pictures database. The vegetation library 
includes all types of information including growing 
characteristics, cultural habits, etc.

RECEIVING SCREEN
Receiving Ordered Inventory Is Fast and 
Simple.

             It’s easy to take delivery of ordered goods. Simply 
highlight the vendor you are receiving from and choose 
the appropriate PO. Enter the requested information such as 
receiving date, quantity, and amount. GCS will automatically 
update the on-hand amount in inventory and the associated 
cost in the financial ledgers.

WORK ORDERS
Schedule Work Orders for 
Employees in Seconds!

             The Work Orders section is comprehensive, 
flexible, and easy to use. This section incorporates 
intuitive graphs that indicate employee cost and time 
spent for various tasks or areas. Choose “Add” 
to begin a new work order, then use the drop 
down menus to select a task, area, employee, etc. 
Choose the filter option to review work orders for an 
employee(s) on any given day, range of days, or all 
days. The “security” option even allows employees 
to fill in their own labor times while the rest of 
the application remains password protected. Materials 
used on work orders are automatically subtracted 
from inventory. Labor costs automatically post 
to the Financial section for proper budgeting. 
All transactions are cross–referenced and updated 
automatically.

OTHER FEATURES
GCS™ Includes Many Additional 
Custom Features.

•QuickLoad Feature to Automatically Download Equipment 
   Information (PM shedules and Replacement Parts),             
   Chemical and Fertilizer Information, Parts Lookup, and 
   Vegetation Library
•Integrated MSDS and Label Information for all Chemicals 
   and Fertilizers
•Automate GCS Data Entry with Palm VII™ Connected 
   Organizers for Equipment Maintenance, Work Order 
   Scheduling, Spray Applications, Inventory Management, and 
   much more.
•Create Unlimited Custom Reports with the Built-in 
   Report Writer
•File Export/Import Utilities to Transfer Data with Other 
   Business Software (Excel, Lotus, Quattro, Quicken, etc.)



Microsoft Windows, Lotus and Excel are registered trademarks.
GCS for Windows is a registered trademark of InCircuit Development Corporation.6

Want to know more about GCS™? Call

800-963-1925
for a demo of the ultimate grounds care system.

System Requirements
To Install and Use GCS™, You Need:

Pentium III            Pentium I
64 MB                 32 MB
Super VGA         VGA
2000                   ’95 or better                        
100 MB               50 MB
3.5 inch               3.5 inch
Yes                       Yes
Required              Required
I.E. 5.5 or Better   Not Required

WORLD-CLASS 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
             InCircuit developed the best-selling grounds 
care system by listening to the requests of our 
users. We value a close working relationship with 
all our customers and want to provide you with the 
most comprehensive and easy-to-use software system 
possible. After all, the objective of a custom system 
is to increase your productivity. If you need any 
assistance to help get the most out of your system, 
give us a call. InCircuit is available 24 hours a day, 
every day of the year!

COMPREHENSIVE 
SUPPORT PLANS
             For customers who want a complete support 
plan at a fixed annual rate, InCircuit offers you several 
packaged support options. These options include 
unlimited technical support, special upgrade offers, and 
other custom consulting features. Ask your InCircuit 
customer representative for additional details. 

UP AND RUNNING
             If you need any assistance or have questions 
concerning the best way to set up your system, InCircuit 
is only a phone call away. We will walk you through 
the installation step-by-step and make any necessary 
recommendations.  However, the installation of your 
custom system is just the beginning of your relationship 
with InCircuit. At InCircuit, we measure our success 
based on follow-up business. We are committed to 
providing exceptional post-sale support. InCircuit will 
be by your side after the installation to ensure your 
continued success. 

7000 Bee Caves Road
Suite 225

Austin, Texas 78746

Local Phone:  (512) 347-7400
Internet:  sales@incircuit.com

Web:  www.incircuit.com

In addition to designing 
and delivering top-rated 

custom applications, 
InCircuit™ is committed 

to providing best-of-breed 
customer support.

OUR COMMITMENT

                                            Recommended / Minimum
Computer                                                         
RAM
Monitor
Microsoft® Windows®          

Free Hard Disk Space 
Floppy Disk Drive
CD–ROM Drive
Mouse or Pointing Device
Browser

GCS
FOR WINDOWS
GCS

FOR WINDOWS

The Ultimate in
GROUNDS CARE

SYSTEMS

The Ultimate in
GROUNDS CARE

SYSTEMS


